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The exact moment of transition from grim to amusing in Byron’s literary career can be pin-

pointed. On the fourth side of the eleventh sheet of the rough manuscript of Beppo, he writes 

the following: 

  150 

      9 

 1350 

  

    84 

      8 

  672 

 

 1350 

 2022 

 

 The sums are written horizontally, with received stanza 46 of Beppo written vertically 

nearby. “84 x 8” is a calculation of the number of eight-line stanzas in the very first rough 

version of Beppo, before he inserted any extra sheets; “150 x 9” is an approximate count of 

the nine-line stanzas of Childe Harold IV, at which he was still working when he drafted 

Beppo. He is calculating how much money he can charge John Murray for each of his two 

new poems. The contrast between the passion of the Beppo stanza (it is the one starting Eve of 

the land which still is paradise) and the financial calculation, is grotesque, but its implication 

is dramatic – Byron is putting one period behind him and starting another, for Beppo leads on 

to Don Juan and The Vision of Judgement, and they are the three comic masterpieces on 

which his fame now rests (Professor McGann would have us see Manfred as a comic 

masterpiece, but can find few to agree with him). 

 

Byron was twenty-one when he started the disguised diary which is Childe Harold I and II, 

and twenty-two when he finished it. Gâté and blasé in some ways, he was a sad innocent in 

others, and didn’t fully understand what he was trying to record. The result is wonderful, but 

incoherent, poetry, written in a style which is ill-chosen, and which, not knowing what tone 

he wants to speak in, he cannot master, being mastered instead by it. 

 In Byron’s Poetic Experimentation, Alan Rawes can see this, but is too circumspect in his 

description: 

 
It seems that Byron himself had not yet decided what kind of poem he was writing, indeed, rather 

than come to a decision, we have seen him fend off closure and limitation (p.8). 

 

 “Fending off closure and limitation” implies that Byron knew what he was doing; it 

implies control, measured evaluation, an admission that certain problems may be for the time 

insoluble. It does not imply incoherence, or lack of focus. 

 
 The kind of narrative we are reading is precariously open to change … (p.7) 

 

 “Precariously” makes it sound intriguing, knife-edge, professional stuff; Rawes is again 

being polite. 

 
Though he may well have felt obliged to suggest this kind of progression, however, Byron clearly 

did not want to follow it up, or to limit himself to simply writing this kind of poem (p. 9). 
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 Again, the implication is that we are in the hands of a master – as if Childe Harold is Don 

Juan. 

 Rawes is similarly discreet about The Giaour: 

 
The idea of a poem in the form of the disjointed, fragmented, often lyrical remains of a larger poem 

offered Byron a freedom akin to that offered by the Spenserian stanza. It gave him a way of telling 

a story that brought with it a considerable degree of freedom from the obligations imposed by the 

Spenserian stanza (p.28). 

 

 That is to say, it was another false start, intriguing because of the genius it displayed, but 

still uncertain of itself in tone, shape and style. When he wrote it, Byron was sure neither of 

himself nor of his audience; indeed, so unclear was he about The Giaour that he published it 

before it was finished – several times. Not until The Siege of Corinth (to which Rawes makes 

few allusions) does he show himself  master of his material. 

 
In the case of The Giaour, it is as if Byron accumulated ideas almost randomly, so that the fictional 

world of the poem formed itself out of the wreckage of other poetic projects (p.44). 

 

 “In the case of The Giaour, it is as if Byron …” is strange: “In The Giaour, Byron …” fits 

better with Rawes’ interesting analysis of the way parts of The Giaour evolved from The 

Monk of Athos and Il Diavolo Inamorato. 

 Rawes is likewise understated in the way he discusses Childe Harold III: 

 
The fictional Harold does play an important part in the canto, but he is not the centre around which 

it is built (p.50). 

 

 Harold’s name appears six times in the poem’s 118 stanzas: he is barely there. Guarded 

phrasing, with adverbs, has by this point become, for Rawes, a kind of reflex action. Rather 

than write “Byron interprets what he senses,” he writes 

 
 We notice, of course, that Byron does finally interpret what he senses … (p.71). 

 

 In fact, Byron does not interpret what he senses: at the poem’s climax, (a comical one, 

according to Rawes, who takes his definition of comedy from Christopher Fry), he interprets 

what Shelley has asserted to him that he sensed that Rousseau sensed in La Nouvelle Héloïse; 

and the result is embarrassing: 

 
  ’Twas not for fiction chose Rousseau this spot, 

  Peopling it with affections; but he found 

  It was the scene which passion must allot 

  To the mind’s purified beings; ’twas the ground 

  Where early Love his Psyche’s zone unbound, 

  And hallowed it with loveliness: ’tis lone, 

  And wonderful, and deep, and hath a sound, 

  And sense, and sight of sweetness; here the Rhone 

 Hath spread himself a couch, the Alps have reared a throne. 

 

 When he comes to The Prisoner of Chillon, Rawes’ addiction to qualifiers intensifies: 

 
It is, of course, likely that Byron knew something of Bonivard before he began the poem, but I 

cannot help suspecting that he did not. Certainly, on the evidence available, we might legitimately 

wonder if Byron had ever heard of Bonivard until after the poem was written (p. 81). 

 

 Byron wrote the poem within twenty-fours of going over Chillon Castle, and the drunken 

gendarme who guided him and Shelley never mentioned Bonivard. Bonivard was a jolly 

person, whose father was not burned at the stake, and who was placed in the Chillon dungeon 
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– for three years – with no brothers – when he raised two fingers at Duke Amadeus III of 

Savoy. He lived to a ripe old age, in which he went on being jolly. These facts are readily 

ascertainable by us: they were unknown to Byron. 

 Byron was obsessed with the idea of imprisonment, whether it was in a jail or in a palace; 

Chillon is his deepest imagining of it. But for Rawes, strung out on Christopher Fry’s 

definition of comedy, “… the generic status of The Prisoner of Chillon is not quite clear”. As 

if its generic status mattered. 

 Rawes is indeed preoccupied with genre, and quotes the perhaps “excessively schematic” 

Northrop Frye to the effect that “Tragedy and comedy contrast rather than blend” (p.93).  

Byron has not yet, he asserts, “discovered the fluidity between comedy and tragedy he is 

looking for” (p.100). He offers no evidence that Byron knew he was “looking for” such a 

fluidity. Byron wasn’t; and he didn’t discover its interest until John Murray forwarded to him 

Francis Cohen’s letter about Don Juan, to the effect that “we are never drenched & scorched 

at the same instant whilst standing in one spot.” This climactic moment in Byron’s self-

perception lies, however, outside Rawes’ brief, for he ends with that least amusing of works, 

Childe Harold IV. “It is the pull to, rather than the arrival at, comic form that concerns us, 

rather than what Byron goes on to do with it” (p.138). A challenge has been ducked. 

 

———————— 

 

J.C.Hobhouse had no reason to be fond of Thomas Moore, his rival for the title of “Byron’s 

best friend”. But he had an open mind, and a sense of humour. On Tuesday September 8th 

1818, a day spent on Sir Francis Burdett’s estate at Ramsbury, he recorded in his diary: 

 
Burdett, [Scrope] Davies, Moore and myself walked from twelve to six in the forest, and had a 

delightful day. Moore was everything – his Irish stories kept us in a constant roar – his anecdotes of 

Curran and others, perfect. He talked, however, too much of himself, made his dinner at Dublin 

lately given to him a test of Irish patriotism – and he confessed he could not repent [enough] he had 

ever lived with lords – there was not the parity he sighed for. He mentioned anecdotes of Lord 

Holland and Lord Lansdowne to prove it. He was angry with George Vernon for calling him, 

Crabbe and Bowles “three poets” – and with Lord Holland for using the words “one of us.”  He told 

us he had received £900 already from Longman for his “Fudge Family.” He talked of classical 

subjects, of Paris, of Payne Knight and others equally well. He beat all three of us out of the field, 

and I saw Scrope was envious. I, who have no pretension to conversational powers, was delighted – 

amongst his stories was this: “An Irish woman asked me, ‘How many gods are there?’ – ‘Three.’ – 

‘May you never see one of them!’ was her answer.” We dined, had music in the evening, and were 

most charmed. 

 

 The passage is a reminder that Byron’s best-known quip about Moore – “Tommy loves a 

lord” – should be taken with a pinch of salt, for, as Jeffery Vail reminds us on p.191 of his 

excellent book, the source for the sneer is not a Byron letter, but the mistrusted and 

untrustworthy Leigh Hunt. 

 There had been a time, at the end of the first decade of the century, when Hobhouse 

considered himself Byron’s poetical ally and complement. He had contributed some lines to 

the first edition of English Bards; Byron in turn contributed some verses to Imitations and 

Translations (or “the Miss-Sell-Any” as it soon became called). Childe Harold changed all 

that, and after reading of Byron’s intention in writing Hints from Horace (it was to be 

dedicated to him, standing-in as “both the Pisos”), Hobhouse made one last feeble effort with 

The Wonders of a Week at Bath – which he was ashamed to acknowledge, even in his diary – 

and then went publicly silent (though he did, in private, write a lot, including a short poem in 

imitation of Childe Harold IV). 

 Vail’s book comes as an overdue reminder of the important place which Thomas Moore, 

contrariwise, really did have as Byron’s poetical ally and complement. Byron’s four juvenile 

volumes were created in the shadow of Moore’s Poetical Works of the late Thomas Little; 
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Moore’s Lalla Rookh was created in the shadow of Byron’s Eastern Tales; Hebrew Melodies 

was in imitation of Irish Melodies; and, although Byron’s ottava rima work owes little of 

substance to such satires by Moore as The Fudge Family in Paris (referred to above by 

Hobhouse), their Whig ideology and instinctive choice of targets – Castlereagh, the Regent, 

the Holy Alliance, and so on – were identical, and Byron gained confidence from the 

knowledge that satire was a rich field, into which Moore had already ventured with success. 

He had wanted to show more evidence of his own early satirical bent in Childe Harold I, but 

had been encouraged by Dallas, Gifford and so on to cut the amusing and subversive parts of 

that poem (a fact which Alan Rawes’ book misses). 

 The complementarity was not all benign. Vail offers a further timely reminder (pp. 135-6) 

that the famous letter in which Byron tells Murray that he and his contemporaries are all “on a 

wrong revolutionary poetical system” is in fact a reaction to Lalla Rookh, which he had 

encouraged Moore to write, but which, as soon as it came out, he read as evidence of the harm 

he and his imitators had done to English letters. 

 Vail finishes by reminding us how much all subsequent biographers have owed to Moore’s 

Life of Byron, which, he argues, was already some way behind or before its pre-Victorian 

time in its readiness to document the more extreme aspects of its subject. Thank goodness the 

leaden-prosed Hobhouse was not chosen by Murray to be Byron’s biographer! He was, of 

course, one of the small number of Byron’s friends who refused to co-operate with Moore. 

 Jeffery Vail’s book fills up a gap in our understanding of Byron which has been there for 

far too long. I may even try re-reading Lalla Rookh. 

 

———————— 

 

Byron, like the rest of us, did not compose in a vacuum, misanthropic and independent as he 

liked to appear. As Caroline Franklin’s extremely useful book stresses, his friends, publishers 

and critics were vital to his sense of writer’s identity – he would have been a strange beast if 

this had not been the case. When he was young and vulnerable, he was persuaded to remove 

several stanzas of Childe Harold on the ground that they were offensive politically. It’s a 

nuisance that we can only guess at whose behest this important neutering occurred; Franklin 

gets past the point with too much economy (p.45). 

 A vital question is that of money. Franklin writes (pp.13, 47-8) that Byron first accepted 

money for his poems in 1816, when Parisina and The Siege of Corinth came out, and when 

his debts were pressing. The picture is in fact more complex: whether he accepted the money 

happily or otherwise, he received it for every poem that Murray published before his exile, 

except Childe Harold I and II and The Corsair. 

 Another vital question is that of editing. Franklin devotes a section (pp.52-5) to the 

Whiggish, free-ranging Byron’s relationship with the pedantic Tory place-man, William 

Gifford, whom the poet called his “literary father,” and who cut important lines from The 

Prisoner of Chillon, Manfred and Cain. She cannot quite explain the depth and longevity of 

Byron’s blind faith in such an establishment creature. I think the relationship illustrates 

Byron’s permanent need for a paternal figure who was beyond criticism; a need further shown 

by his attitude to the dilatory lawyer Hanson, and even the murderous tyrant Ali Pasha, in 

both of whom his belief remained unwavering, even when the evidence of their malfeisance 

was placed under his nose: as if Orgon had stayed beneath the table, listened to all of 

Tartuffe’s assault on his wife, and then emerged and shook his hand. See Byron’s letter 

quoted by Franklin on p.102, thanking Gifford for his loyalty. 

 Franklin is excellent in her third chapter, on the crisis in English drama at which Byron 

assisted when on the Management Committee of Drury Lane – theatre being an area where 

no-one works in a social void. I feel she underestimates Byron’s disingenuity when he 

describes Manfred as “quite impossible for the stage” (p.79); Drury Lane’s machinery could 

easily have coped with the play’s scene-changes, and the lead is tailor-made for Kean. 
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 I can’t agree that The Giaour, Selim, Conrad, Lara, and Alp were all inspired by the figure 

of Napoleon (p.92); and there is a big distinction to be made between the negative Ode to 

Napoleon Buonaparte, written after Leipzig, and the more empathetic poems Byron published 

a year later, after Waterloo, in the Morning Chronicle. 

 An excellent chance for Franklin’s argument to take off is missed in her fourth chapter, 

when The Prisoner of Chillon comes and goes at speed. Possessing as we do all the 

manuscripts of this work, the extent to which the poem which emerged was Byron’s, and the 

extent to which it was a socially collaborative act between him, Shelley, and his two copyists, 

might be usefully discussed. Such a subject would be at the cutting edge of the book; but 

Franklin doesn’t discuss it. In the same way, much more could be made from the dialogue 

between Byron and Mary Shelley in her fair copies of Don Juan (p.159). 

 There are some errors: none of Southey’s epics are in hexameters (p.35); it was Samuel 

Romilly, not Henry Brougham, who changed sides in the separation proceedings, and these 

proceedings occurred in 1816, not 1815 (p.10). If you want to make a joke about Francis 

Jeffrey and Judge Jeffreys, it’s easier than Franklin makes it look, for the stem of each name 

is spelt the same (p.24). Hobhouse started his diary in Portugal, not in Albania (p.40); neither 

he nor Byron travelled “extensively in the Balkans” (ibid). Most of Childe Harold I and II 

was finished well before Hobhouse returned home (ibid). The Rejected Addresses Byron 

parody is not called Cui bone but Cui Bono? (p.69). Charles Maturin would not have been 

known in 1815 as the author of Melmoth, which was published in 1820 (p.74). Pietro Buratti 

wrote no comedies (p.104). And (to speak generically), The Vision of Judgement is a travesty, 

not a parody, of A Vision of Judgment (p.162); you can’t parody hexameters in ottava rima. 

 Murray “sells” books to the rich (p.49); Hone and Carlile “peddle” them to the poor 

(p.124). 

 An important distinction is to be made between men like Murray, and Hobhouse in the 

case of Don Juan, who acted as prohibitors, telling Byron what they thought he should not do, 

and inspirers like Shelley, who enlarged his mind, even while showing routes – as in Alastor 

and Adonais – which he decided to avoid. 

 Chapters Five and Six, the story of The Liberal, and the publication and piracies of Don 

Juan form, contrariwise, the best parts of the book. Franklyn argues convincingly that Byron 

was fully, professionally aware of what he was doing in the move from Murray to John Hunt. 

The mystery remains – what did he, an aristocrat, think of it? Was he aware of it as a kind of 

self-cheapening, or class betrayal? Or did he not think of it all, being about to depart for 

Greece? 

 In her postscript, Franklin’s analysis (pp.182-3) of the class-war significance of William 

Parry’s book on Missolonghi is alone worth the price of the paperback. 


